all of Our flags are made in the U.S.A.!

Polyester
Rugged strength for even the strongest winds! This 100% spun polyester flag
has a 2 x 2 woven construction that is intended for use in extreme weather
conditions or high wind areas. Our polyester flags feature embroidered stars
and sewn stripes. If you want the same rich look as a cotton flag but need the
extra strength, then this material is for you.

Note: Because polyester flags are heavier than nylon flags, they may not fly
as well in light breezes. This is why we recommend polyester flags to people in
extreme wind or weather conditions only.

Smaller Flag Sizes
Item No.	size	Each

Flag-Works
Pays Attention to Detail

Hoist or Roped Heading —
8 x 12' and Larger
Super-strong, pure white, no-shrink,
extra
heavy-duty canvas with rope through
canvas heading and metal thimble.

Wt. (Lbs.)

35311000II

3 x 5'

$39.95

2

46311000II

4 x 6'

$49.95

2

58311000II

5 x 8'

59311000II

5 x 9.5'

$95.95

4

60311000II

6 x 10'

$119.95

4

Hoist Heading
6 x 10' and
Smaller
Super-strong, white, noshrink, extra
heavy-duty canvas with
brass grommets.

$79.95	3

Buy 6 or more of any size, and receive a 5% discount.

Larger Flag Sizes
Item No.	size	Each

Wt. (Lbs.)

82321000II

8 x 12'

$189.95

6

10321000II

10 x 15'

$279.95

10

19321000II

10 x 19'

$303.95

12

18321000II

12 x 18'

$352.95

12

15321000II

15 x 25'

$589.95

22

	30321000II

20 x 30'

	38321000II

20 x 38'

$1,019.95

40

50321000II	30 x 50'

$1,869.95

73

	36321000II	30 x 60'

$2,339.95

88

Embroidered
Stars

Appliqued
Stars

Full white
embroidery…
No gaps!

Opaqued white
nylon with zig-zagged
stitching
on the edges.

Maximum
Resistance
to Wind

$829.95	31

Buy 3 or more 8'x12' and larger, and receive a 5% discount.
Flags 8 x 12' and larger have appliquéed stars.

Long Life Seams Fly Hem
A full 1/4” turn in on all Durability
seams means a maximum use
of fabric in these critical areas to
substantially reduce
fraying.

Quadruple stitched
and back tacked
(4 rows of stitching)
at the hem.

All seams double
stitched with
uni-directional sewing
(sewn from hoist edge
to fly edge only). More
stitches per inch for
optimum strength.
Heavy-twist nylon
thread is color matched
to the stripes and field.

Poly/Cotton House Flagpole Kit
Looking to buy large quantities of U.S. flagpole Kits at budget price? We carry
a 50% cotton; 50% polyester printed flag with 6' steel flagpole and bracket, that
have both beauty and durability. The printed flags made in the U.S.A. and are
perfect for people looking to buy a lot but spend a little.
Item

Size

Quanity

Price Ea.

35331120

6'pole 3x5' flag, bracket

1+

$19.95

12+

$12.95

35731000

3x5' flag only

36+

$12.50

48+

$11.95

1+

$15.95

12+

$10.95

24+

$9.95

36+

$8.95

www.flag-works.com • 1-800-580-0009



